Direct measurements of the Vollhardt crossing point coordinates were performed making use data of dilatometric and ultrasound experiments on MnSi. As is shown the crossing points are not invariant in the extended range of magnetic field and should be viewed as a side effects of flattening and spreading out the fluctuation maxima or minima by magnetic field [6] . Correspondingly the crossing point can not be identified with a characteristic feature controlling the phase transition. So further studies are needed to understand intriguing features of the phase diagram of helical itinerant magnet MnSi.
Twenty years ago D. Vollhardt observed that in some strongly correlated systems the heat capacity curves, measured at different magnetic fields, cross at a single invariant point [1] . Later the crossing effects were observed also in a number of different experimentally obtained quantities [2] . This phenomenon can be seen in the heat capacity, thermal expansion, elastic moduli and sound adsorption in MnSi [3, 4, 5, 6] . The schematic view of behavior of elastic modulus c 11 at the phase transition in MnSi as a function of magnetic field is shown in Fig. 1 .
Incidently authors of [3] did not recognize any kind of significance of the observed crossing at that time. Later the heat capacity crossing point in MnSi was confirmed in Refs. [7, 8] . Moreover, as was concluded in Ref. [8] , an existence of the invariant crossing point in MnSi followed from the Brazovsky model of the fluctuation induced phase transition in MnSi [11] and signifies a drastic change in the behavior of correlation length.
However, the existence of the invariant crossing points was disputed in Ref. [6] . One should know that an existence the mentioned invariant crossing points in magnetic fields puts certain restrictions on a behavior of the magnetic susceptibility at the crossing temperature. Indeed, making use the Maxwell relations one can get the following relationship on a condition of linear approximation ∂α
The eq. 1 can be validated in Fig. 2 , which demonstrates an inflection point on the χ(T ) curve in MnSi. There are no direct proofs for an existence of the inflection point on the χ(P ) curve (eq. 2), but a simple modeling the situation confirms that should be a case (see Fig. 3 ). At the same time Fig. 3 can be served as a verification of eq. 3 as well. However, the zero value of d 2 χ/dT 2 seen in Fig. 2 does not imply an existence of the invariant crossing point. Indeed, the equations (1-3) are always will be valid for any pair of corresponding crossing curves. Hence it is important to see whether the relationship (1)-(3) can be justified in an extended range of magnetic fields, where the approach χ = M/H is hold, with a number of crossing curves.
Direct measurements of the crossing point coordinates are shown in Fig. 4 . The corresponding data inserted in the magnetic phase diagrams of MnSi, obtained in the dilatometric and ultrasound experiments [9, 10] . As can be seen from the diagrams the crossing points are not invariant in the extended range of magnetic field and should be viewed as a Figure 3 : 3D view of magnetic susceptibility of MnSi as functions of temperature and pressure. Drawn after data in Ref. [12] . As is seen an inflection point can be also observed in χ(P ) dependence and hence in χ(P, T ) as arbitrary function of temperature and pressure.
side effects of flattening and spreading out the fluctuation maxima by magnetic field [6] . This conclusion makes it clear that the puzzling features of the phase diagram of the itinerant magnet MnSi are not well understood and further studies are needed.
Conclusion
Direct measurements of the Vollhardt crossing point coordinates were performed making use data of dilatometric and ultrasound experiments on MnSi. As is shown the crossing points are not invariant in the extended range of magnetic field and arise as a result of flattening and spreading out the fluctuation maxima or minima by magnetic field. Correspondingly the crossing points can not be identified with a characteristic feature controlling a phase transition [6] . So further studies are needed to understand intriguing features of the phase diagram of helical itinerant magnet MnSi. 
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